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1. Abstract
In this paper, we describe how to formally and systematically perform multi-disciplinary optimization
(MDO) using VisualDOC. Typically, when performing MDO studies, the user is required to identify
the linking/coupling variables, dependent and independent inputs/outputs, formulate the system-level
and sub-system level optimization problems, integrate diﬀerent disciplines and sub-systems together, and
model the data ﬂow and link the modeled problems with optimization to perform the design study.
It is speciﬁcally demonstrated how VisualDOC can automate this entire process without requiring the
user to write a computer program or manually perform the integration. With VisualDOC, the user is
only required to identify the linking/coupling variables, formulate the system-level and sub-system level
optimization problems, and deﬁne the ﬂow of execution. This paper primarily focuses on the speciﬁc
challenges in process integration, data transfer between diﬀerent systems, and coordinated execution of
optimization to perform the design study. The available computational and algorithmic tools and their
solution as provided by VisualDOC are presented. For the purpose of demonstration, a heat exchanger
design problem is considered with designable structural and thermal components. The computational
model for heat exchanger is treated as black-box (i.e. no information is available to the optimizer about
the analysis program and it is not possible to decompose/split the analysis for any system/sub-system)
and is provided as a computer simulation. Three diﬀerent MDO techniques: i) multiple disciplines feasible
(MDF), ii) individual disciplines feasible (IDF), and iii) collaborative optimization (CO) are modeled in
VisualDOC. A complete ﬂowchart using standard VisualDOC components is presented for each MDO
technique. The performance, eﬃciency, and suitability of each of these techniques are compared and their
advantages and disadvantages are discussed. It is shown that the proposed approach for model creation
and design process integration enables one to perform such design studies easily and reliably.
2. Keywords: VisualDOC, Multidisciplinary Optimization, Process Integration, MDF, IDF, CO
3. Introduction
Multi-disciplinary optimization (MDO) as the name suggests involves optimization with analysis components spanning multiple diﬀerent (more than one) disciplines. Multi-disciplinary optimization as an
optimization methodology is well established and is widely used in academia and industry [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
4, 7, 8, 10, 11]. A comprehensive overview and description of some of the most common MDO methods
can be found in [3] and [11]. In this paper, a systematic solution procedure to solve a given MDO problem
using a given formal MDO method is presented. Typically, when solving a MDO problem, the user is
required to identify the system and sub-systems, linking/coupling variables, inputs/outputs, formulate
the optimization problem, etc. to obtain the solution. The user relies on a programming-like environment
and hand-crafts (implements) the code to execute the entire design process. With the advancements in
MDO software such as VisualDOC, it is not necessary any more to write a computer program to solve a
MDO problem.
Before introducing the formal MDO methods and their proposed solution procedure using VisualDOC,
a distinction is made based on the coupling (linking) of multiple disciplines (or a set of equations). The
type of dependence of a set of sub-systems (or disciplines) can be classiﬁed into two categories.
1. Acyclic Dependency: When more than one set of sub-systems (disciplines) are linked such that a
multi-disciplinary analysis (MDA) can be performed without resorting to an iterative process to
achieve consistency, then such a dependency is referred to as acyclic dependency in this paper. In
this case, sub-systems are linked such that there is no reverse dependency (sub-system A can depend
on sub-system B, but not vice versa). A dependency graph of such a set of sub-systems will not
have a link (edge) emanating from a node that will point to any of its ancestors. To perform MDA,
the sub-system(s) that is (are) not dependent on any other sub-system is (are) evaluated ﬁrst, then
the sub-systems that only depend upon the already evaluated sub-system(s) are evaluated, and so
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on. The complete MDA is accomplished in a single evaluation of each sub-system and all the inputs
and outputs are consistent.
2. Cyclic Dependency: When more than one set of sub-systems (disciplines) are linked such that a
multi-disciplinary analysis (MDA) cannot be performed without resorting to some sort of iterative
process to achieve consistency, then such a dependency is referred to as cyclic dependency in this
paper. In this case, sub-systems are linked such that there does exist at least one reverse dependency
(sub-system A can depend on sub-system B, and sub-system B can depend on sub-system A or its
predecessors). A dependency graph of such a set of sub-systems will have at least one link (edge)
emanating from a node that will point to one (or more) of its ancestors. In this case, performing
a single evaluation of each sub-system will not accomplish MDA and the set of inputs and outputs
need not be consistent.
Cyclic dependency is pictorially depicted in Figures 1 and 2. It should be noted that if the dependency
is acyclic, then none of the MDO formulations proposed in literature are necessary to perform MDA
and solve the optimization problem. The entire set of sub-systems behaves as a single system so far
as optimization is concerned. At each iteration of the optimization process, all the sub-systems can be
evaluated correctly in a single step, and therefore the formal MDO methods are not needed to solve such
problems. Such problems typically do not fall under the purview of MDO. Only when the dependency is
cyclic, formal MDO methods are necessary. Since, in such a case, MDA cannot be performed in a single
step (iteration) to obtain consistent inputs and outputs, researchers have proposed various methods to
perform optimization and achieve consistency in as few function evaluations (iterations) as possible. The
focus of the MDO methods is not only to facilitate consistency, but also decouple them (e.g. to run them
in parallel or achieve interdisciplinary independence) or reduce the associated computational cost. It is
also important to note that all MDO formulations aim at obtaining convergence to a set of consistent
inputs and outputs. In this paper, VisualDOC is used to model and solve diﬀerent MDO formulations.
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Figure 1: Cyclic dependency (2 systems)
Figure 2: Cyclic dependency (3 systems)

VisualDOC [12, 13] is a general-purpose multidisciplinary design and optimization software. It is a
tool for design process deﬁnition, integration, execution, and automation. It includes design modules
such as Optimization, Design of Experiments, Responses Surface Models, and Probabilistic (Robust and
Reliability-based) Models. VisualDOC can be used to add these modules to almost any design task.
It allows the designer/user to graphically create a connected workﬂow of components and deﬁne each
component in the ﬂowchart appropriately. More information about VisualDOC can be found on its
webpage http://www.vrand.com/visualdoc.html. VisualDOC includes tools for: i) specifying a process as
a ﬂowchart, deﬁning the ﬂow of execution (coordinate execution of diﬀerent components), deﬁning ﬂow
of information (communication of data between diﬀerent components), interfacing with diﬀerent kinds of
analysis programs, and a large number of design algorithms. Thus, in essence, it includes all the pieces
necessary to model a solution to a MDO problem. The user is still required to identify (specify) all the
inputs and outputs for each discipline, and formulate the system-level and sub-system-level optimization
problems.
An important aspect when formulating the MDO problem is the issue of system and sub-system boundaries. In an analytical problem [3, 11], the user often has the ﬂexibility (freedom) to choose the system
and sub-system boundaries. If the system boundaries are chosen appropriately then it may help the
optimization process by minimizing the number of iterations (or function evaluations). There is no speciﬁc rule that governs the choice of the system boundaries. However, a general guideline is to choose
the boundaries such that the number of linking variables (number of dependent inputs and outputs) is
minimized. Lesser number of linking variables results in fewer optimization variables as well as fewer
iterations to achieve consistency. Therefore, the associated computational cost is minimized. In this
paper, the sub-systems (analysis programs) are treated as a black-box simulation. Hence, the system
boundaries are a given, and the user does not have the freedom to deﬁne system boundaries. This is
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almost always the case when working with domain-speciﬁc simulation software as the analysis program.
The inputs and outputs to a given analysis program are ﬁxed and the designer (user) cannot choose a
diﬀerent set of inputs or outputs to run a simulation. In this paper, the sub-systems are assumed to be
black-boxes (closed simulation software) which have clearly deﬁned inputs and outputs that cannot be
altered.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The following section contains an overview of the
three diﬀerent MDO methods presented in this study. In the next section, the example problem (Electronic Packaging Design) used for the purpose of demonstration is described. Section 6 contains the
description of the formulated optimization problems and obtained simulation results. Finally in section
7, conclusions from this study are presented and the ongoing future work is described.
4. MDO Formulations
Numerical optimization algorithms have seen extensive development for over ﬁfty years and, today, we
can solve nonlinear constrained optimization problems involving many thousands of variables and constraints. In engineering, formal numerical optimization has been successfully applied to structures, ﬂuid
mechanics, heat exchangers, gas dynamic lasers etc. to name a few. Furthermore, optimization is not
conﬁned to a single discipline and multi-disciplinary optimization, or MDO, is now commonplace. It is
therefore necessary to include facilities in optimization software to make it easy and eﬃcient to solve
MDO problems. MDO involves using Optimization to solve design problems that span multiple disciplines. Generally, the disciplines involved are coupled (linked) to each other such that the output of one
discipline depends upon the output of another. Often, this dependency is cyclic in that the output of ﬁrst
depends upon the output of second and vice versa. In such a case, the optimization process must not
only ﬁnd the optimum but also ensure that the disciplines (their inputs and outputs) are consistent with
each other. To solve such linked systems, several MDO strategies have been proposed. In this section, a
brief description of three MDO techniques (MDF, IDF and CO) is presented. For a more comprehensive
overview of these MDO formulations, the reader is referred to [3] and [11].
The following general description of a coupled optimization problem (ﬁgure and notation taken from [11])
is used in this paper. There are two disciplines in the coupled example problem shown in Figure 3. The
description of each symbol in Figure 3 is as follows.
• x1 is the independent input to sub-system 1 only
• x2 is the independent input to sub-system 2 only
• x is the common independent input to sub-systems 1 and 2
• y1 is the output from sub-system 1 that is not input to any other sub-system
• y2 is the output from sub-system 2 that is not input to any other sub-system
• y12 is the output from sub-system 1 that is input to sub-system 2
• y21 is the output from sub-system 2 that is input to sub-system 1
Hence, to evaluate (simulate) sub-system 1, the inputs x, x1 , and y21 are required. The outputs from
sub-system 1 are y1 and y12 . Similarly to evaluate (simulate) sub-system 2, the inputs x, x2 , and y12 are
required. The outputs from sub-system 2 are y2 and y21 . The design variables are x, x1 , and x2 . The
optimization problem statement is as follows.
Minimize f (x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 )
Subject to g(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) ≤ 0
h(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) = 0

(1)

4.1 Multi-disciplinary Feasible (MDF)
This is a single-level method. In the MDF formulation, as the name suggests, all the disciplines are
feasible (consistent) at each iteration. In this strategy, only those inputs that are not output from any
sub-system (independent inputs) are treated as design variables. All the linking variables are treated as
part of the system. A local iteration between the sub-systems is performed until the linking variables
(both the inputs and outputs) become consistent. This is why this formulation is also called All-In-One
(AIO) formulation. In this case, MDA is achieved for each discipline at each iteration. After the consistency is achieved, the objectives and constraints are then evaluated and sent to the optimizer. This
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Figure 3: MDO Problem with Two Disciplines

process repeats till the optimization has converged. The problem statement for the MDF formulation is
as follows (it is identical to original optimization problem statement). The MDF formulation is pictorially depicted in Figure 4. The optimizer generates the value of variables (independent inputs) x, x1 , and
x2 at each iteration. Then the linking variables y12 and y21 are determined using a local iteration till
consistency is achieved. After y12 and y21 are determined, the objective function f and constraints g can
be determined. The responses are then propagated to the optimizer.
Design variables:
Minimize
Subject to

x, x1 , x2
f (x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 )
g(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) ≤ 0
h(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) = 0

(2)
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Figure 4: MDF Formulation
4.2 Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF)
IDF also is a single-level method. The IDF formulation decouples diﬀerent sub-systems by using auxiliary
optimization variables. With this strategy, it is possible to analyze (simulate) each sub-system at once
in parallel. Therefore, this formulation is also called distributed analysis optimization. With this formulation, a complete multi-disciplinary analysis (MDA) is not required, and the optimization drives the
complete system to feasibility and optimality by controlling the interdisciplinary coupling variables. Corresponding to each dependent (linking) variable, surrogate variables are introduced. All the sub-systems
are evaluated using the surrogate variables. The objectives and the constraints are also evaluated using
the surrogate variables. To maintain consistency, additional equality constraints are introduced that attempt to match the surrogate variables with the corresponding dependent outputs. The IDF formulation
is pictorially depicted in Figure 5. With IDF, it can be noticed that there is an increase in the number of
variables as well as addition of nonlinear equality constraints. Both these modiﬁcations generally increase
the computational cost (number of iterations) associated with optimization. This increase in computational cost is generally oﬀset by the fact that MDA is not required in the case of IDF and therefore local
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iteration of sub-systems is not performed.
Design variables:

Minimize
Subject to

x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21
y12 = l1 (x, x1 , y21 )
y21 = l1 (x, x2 , y12 )
f (x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 )
g(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) ≤ 0
h(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) = 0
∥y12 − y12 ∥ = 0
∥y21 − y21 ∥ = 0
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Figure 5: IDF Formulation
A signiﬁcant issue with the IDF formulation (and with any formulation that uses surrogate variables) is
that the optimizer needs the lower bound and upper bound for the surrogate variables. This information
may not always be available. The initial value is also needed for optimization but this limitation is present
with every MDO method including MDF.
4.3 Collaborative Optimization (CO)
CO is a bi-level approach which has system level optimization and the subsystem level optimization. The
system level optimization drives speciﬁc system-level targets towards the optimum. The sub-system level
optimization control the discipline design variables and the linking variables to match the system level
targets. At any iteration of system-level optimization, the sub-system level optimization is run to match
the system-level targets. Since CO is a multi-level formulation, it is generally very expensive compared
to MDF, IDF, and other single-level approaches. The advantage of CO however is that it promotes
disciplinary autonomy whilst achieving interdisciplinary compatibility. With CO, the subsystems are
maintained at a feasible state which prevents a breakdown of disciplinary analysis. The CO formulation is
pictorially depicted in Figure 6. Since there are system-level and sub-system level optimization problems,
it is necessary to deﬁne a convention. The convention is shown in Table 1 and is taken form [11]. In
Table 1, x1 and x2 are surrogate for the independent common design variable x. With this convention
for the design variables, the CO formulation (for two subsystems) is as follows.
System-level optimization
Design variables: x, y12 , y21
Minimize
f (x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 )
Subject to
g(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) ≤ 0
h(x, x1 , x2 , y12 , y21 , y1 , y2 ) = 0
J1 = ∥x1 − x∥ + ∥y12 − y12 ∥ = 0
J2 = ∥x2 − x∥ + ∥y21 − y21 ∥ = 0
5

(4)

Table 1: CO Variable Naming Convention
Original
x
x1
x2
y12
y21

System
x
y12
y21

Subsystem
x1 , x2
x1
x2
y12
y21

System Optimizer
x y21 y12

x y

21

J1
Subsystem 1 Optimizer

x y21 y12

x1 y

fgh

Responses

21

J2

x2 y

Subsystem 2 Optimizer

2

1

x1 x 1 y

y12

y y12

x 2 x 2 y12

1

Subsystem 1 Analysis

y y21
2

Subsystem 2 Analysis

Figure 6: CO Formulation

Subsystem 1 optimization
Design variables:
x1 , x1 , y12
Input parameters: x, y12 (from system optimizer)
Minimize
J1 = ∥x1 − x∥ + ∥y12 − y12 ∥
Subject to
g1 (x1 , x1 , y12 , y1 ) ≤ 0
h1 (x1 , x1 , y12 , y1 ) = 0

(5)

Subsystem 2 optimization
Design variables:
x2 , x2 , y21
Input parameters: x, y21 (from system optimizer)
Minimize
J2 = ∥x2 − x∥ + ∥y21 − y21 ∥
Subject to
g2 (x2 , x2 , y21 , y2 ) ≤ 0
h2 (x2 , x2 , y21 , y2 ) = 0

(6)

5. Description of the Electronic Packaging Problem
The electronic packaging design [1, 14, 15, 3] is a famous multidisciplinary optimization (MDO) problem.
It has two subsystems which are electrical and thermal subsystems. The task in this problem is to design
a heat sink which is used to dissipate the heat generated by the resistors. The objective in this problem
is to maximize the watt density of the system by choosing i) suitable dimensions for the heat sink, ii)
deciding on the material to be used for the resistor, and iii) their normal resistances. An important
feature of this problem is that the two systems are coupled and therefore they aﬀect each other and
hence one system cannot be solved independently of the other. Watt density of the system is deﬁned
as the total power dissipated by the circuit divided by the volume of the heat sink. There are various
constraints that limit the current division, maximum temperature reached, reliability, and weight. Most
of the details of this problem are omitted in this paper and the reader is referred to [14] and [15] for a
complete description of the this problem. The problem description and the source code can be downloaded from http://www.eng.buﬀalo.edu/Research/MODEL/mdo.test.orig/class2prob3.html. There are
eight independent design variables (x1 to x8 ), 13 state variables (y1 to y13 ), two inequality constraints
(g1 and g2 ) and one equality constraint h. The lower bound and the upper bound for the design variables
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is taken from [3]. The electrical subsystem is available in analytical form as equations, and the thermal
subsystem is available as an executable program with ﬁxed number of inputs and outputs. The inputs
and outputs for the two subsystems are as follows.
Thermal subsystem
Inputs: x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and y2 , y3
Outputs: y11 , y12 , y13
Electrical subsystem
Inputs: x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 and y11 , y12 , y13
Outputs: y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5 , y6 , y7 , y8 , y9 , y10
The objective function f , inequality constraints g, and the equality constraint h are computed using the
state variables y. The inputs and outputs for each sub-system are shown in Figure 7.

x5 , x6 , x 7 , x 8

x1 , x2 , x 3 , x4

y11 , y12 , y13
Electrical Subsystem

Thermal Subsystem
y2 , y3

y ,y ,y ,y ,y ,y ,y ,y
1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 7: Inputs and Outputs for the Thermal and Electrical Subsystems

6. Solution using VisualDOC
In this section, the solution to the Electronic Packaging Design problem using VisualDOC is presented.
For an optimization software to be able to solve MDO problems involving MDF, IDF, and CO (and
various other) formulations, it should provide certain capabilities apart from the usual optimization and
process integration capability. These capabilities enable a software to easily, eﬃciently, and reliably solve
a MDO problem. The list of needed capabilities are as follows.
• It should support multi-level optimization (needed for bi-level MDO formulations). A system level
optimizer should be able to drive sub-system level optimizers. This also implies that an analysis
component (or sub-ﬂow) must be able to contain optimization and other sub-ﬂows.
• The sub-system level optimizers are seeded with information generated in the system level optimizer.
The software should thus be able to not only communicate the value of design variables, objectives,
and constraints; but transfer lower bound, upper bound, initial value, optimum value etc. from one
component to another across diﬀerent levels.
• The sub-system level optimization is run multiple times. Each time, the optimizers start from
some initial value. It is desired (for faster convergence) that subsequent runs of an optimization
component use the best found solution in the previous run as the starting point.
VisualDOC includes all the above capabilities to facilitate solution of MDO problems. The solution
using the three MDO (MDF, IDF, and CO) strategies is presented next.
6.1 VisualDOC Solution for MDF Formulation
The MDF formulation is akin to regular optimization in which the linking variables are part of the analysis
sub-ﬂow. A ﬁxed point iteration like scheme is used inside the analysis sub-ﬂow to achieve consistency
between the linking variables. The variables, objectives, and constraints for the optimizer are as follows.
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Variables: x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 , x8
State variables: y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5 , y6 , y7 , y8 , y9 , y10 , y11 , y12 , y13
Responses: f , g1 , g2 , and h
The VisualDOC ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 8. The VisualDOC convergence plot for the MDF formulation is shown in Figure 9. The optimization algorithm took 186 iterations to converge (ﬁnd the
optimum). Since the analysis-subﬂow executes a ﬁxed point iteration to achieve consistency, for each
optimization iteration, there are multiple simulations of the analysis programs. The total number of
function evaluations (one function evaluation implies an evaluation of each sub-system) in this case is
492. The obtained optimum value of the objective function is -6.39e-5.

Figure 8: VisualDOC Flowchart for MDF Formulation

Figure 9: Convergence Plot for MDF Formulation

6.2 VisualDOC Solution for IDF Formulation
In the IDF formulation, surrogate variables are introduced for all the linking variables. The symbol z is
used for the surrogate variables (i.e. zi is a surrogate for variable xi and zij is a surrogate for linking
variable yij ). The analysis are decoupled and therefore can be run in parallel if desired. In this example,
there are no common independent variables. The variables, objectives, and constraints for the optimizer
are as follows.
Design variables:
Input to Thermal subsystem:
Output from Thermal subsystem:
Input to Electrical subsystem:
Output from Thermal subsystem:
Original Objectives and Constraints:

x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 , z2 , z3 , z11 , z12 , z13
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , z2 , z3
y11 , y12 , y13
x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 , z11 , z12 , z13
y1 , y4 , y5 , y6 , y7 , y8 , y9 , y10
f, g1 , g2 , h (evaluated using surrogates instead of output linking
variables)
Additional Equality Constraint 1:
h1 = ∥y2 − z2 ∥ + ∥y3 − z3 ∥ = 0
Additional Equality Constraint 2:
h2 = ∥y11 − z11 ∥ + ∥y12 − z12 ∥ + ∥y13 − z13 ∥ = 0
(7)
The VisualDOC ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 10. The VisualDOC convergence plot for the IDF formulation is shown in Figure 11. The optimization algorithm took 220 iterations to converge (ﬁnd the
optimum). Since the analysis-subﬂow executes exactly once for each optimization iteration, the total
number of function evaluations (one function evaluation implies an evaluation of each sub-system) in
this case is 220. We notice that IDF is more than twice as fast (as compared to MDF) on this example
problem. The obtained optimum value of the objective function is -5.86e5 which is slightly worse than the
solution obtained using MDF. The convergence plot in Figure 11 shows red markers since the constraints
are very slightly violated (1e-4 instead of the speciﬁed tolerance of 1e-6).
6.3 VisualDOC Solution for CO Formulation
8

Figure 10: VisualDOC Flowchart for IDF Formulation

Figure 11: Convergence Plot for IDF Formulation

In the CO formulation, system-level and sub-system level optimization are performed. As in IDF, surrogate variables are introduced for all the linking variables. Since there are no common independent
variables in this problem, no surrogates are introduced for them. The symbol z is used for the surrogate
variables (i.e. zi is a surrogate for variable xi and zij is a surrogate for linking variable yij ). The analysis
are decoupled and are optimized separately. The variables, objectives, and constraints for the optimizer
are as follows.
System-level Optimization
Design variables:
Original Objectives and Constraints:
Additional Equality Constraint 1:
Additional Equality Constraint 2:

Thermal Subsystem Optimization
Design variables:
Input parameters:
Input to Thermal subsystem:
Output from Thermal subsystem:
Minimize
Subject to

z2 , z3 , z11 , z12 , z13
f (evaluated using surrogates instead of output linking variables)
J1 = ∥y11 − z11 ∥ + ∥y12 − z12 ∥ + ∥y13 − z13 ∥ = 0
J2 = ∥y2 − z2 ∥ + ∥y3 − z3 ∥ = 0
(8)

x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , y2 , y3
z2 , z3 , z11 , z12 , z13 (from system optimizer)
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , y2 , y3
y11 , y12 , y13
J1 = ∥y11 − z11 ∥ + ∥y12 − z12 ∥ + ∥y13 − z13 ∥ = 0
Thermal constraints evaluated using output linking variables
(9)

Electrical Subsystem Optimization
Design variables:
Input parameters:
Input to Electrical subsystem:
Output from Thermal subsystem:
Minimize
Subject to

x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 , y11 , y12 , y13
z2 , z3 , z11 , z12 , z13 (from system optimizer)
x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 , y11 , y12 , y13
y1 , y4 , y5 , y6 , y7 , y8 , y9 , y10
J2 = ∥y2 − z2 ∥ + ∥y3 − z3 ∥ = 0
Electrical constraints evaluated using output linking variables
(10)
The VisualDOC ﬂowchart is shown in Figure 12. The VisualDOC convergence plot for the CO formulation is shown in Figure 13. The system level optimization took 141 iterations to converge. This implies
that the sub-system level optimizers were run 141 times each. The total number of function evaluations
used by the Thermal subsystem optimization (for all the runs) is 4532, whereas for the Electrical subsystem optimization is 2272. Hence, the Thermal subsystem optimization took an average of 32 function
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evaluations and Electrical subsystem optimization took an average of 16 function evaluations to converge.
It can easily be noticed that the CO (bi-level) formulation is signiﬁcantly more expensive than MDF and
IDF (single-level). The obtained optimum value of the objective function for this example problem is
-6.47e5 which is slightly better than the solution obtained by MDF.

Figure 13: Convergence Plot for CO Formulation

Figure 12: VisualDOC Flowchart for CO Formulation

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, the Electronic Packaging problem is solved in an MDO framework using VisualDOC. Three
diﬀerent MDO techniques (multi-disciplinary feasible - MDF, individual discipline feasible - IDF, and collaborative optimization - CO) are demonstrated. The focus of this paper is on using VisualDOC instead of
writing a computer program to solve these problems. The speciﬁc capabilities that an optimization software should support for the solution using MDO formulations are discussed and it is demonstrated how
the process integration and parameterization capability of VisualDOC facilitates such solution approach.
Acceptable solutions were obtained with all the MDO formulations. It was observed that IDF was faster
(220 function evaluations) than MDF (492 function evaluations) and CO (4532 Thermal simulations and
2272 Electrical simulations). CO however was able to obtain a slightly better solution than MDF and IDF.
It is also shown in this paper, that a software system such as VisualDOC can automate the entire process
of solving a multi-disciplinary optimization problem using any of the MDO formulations, but the user is
still responsible for making all the decisions. The decisions include deﬁning system and sub-system boundaries, determining inputs and outputs to each analysis program, and formulating system and sub-system
level optimization problems. After the user has formulated the optimization problems, VisualDOC can
then be used to obtain the optimum solution. It was also observed that all the three MDO formulations
presented in this paper require the user to make an educated guess for the bounds and initial value of
the surrogate variables. The performance and the total execution time vary signiﬁcantly on the choice of
surrogate variables and the starting point (initial value) for the optimization. It was also observed that
adding non-linear equality constraints almost always makes the optimization problem harder (the number
of optimization iterations in MDF is lesser than in IDF). The other MDO techniques namely Simultaneous
Analysis and Design (SAND), Bi-level Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS), and Concurrent Sub Space
Optimization (CSSO) are not presented in this paper which are part of the currently ongoing future work.
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